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Company Back 
CompanyWho We AreCIS is an independent, nonprofit organization with a mission to create confidence in the connected world.
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Solutions Back 
SolutionsSecure Your OrganizationCIS Critical Security ControlsPrioritized & simplified best practices
CIS Controls CommunityHelp develop and maintain the Controls
CIS RAMInformation security risk assessment method
CIS CSATAssess & measure Controls implementation


Secure Specific PlatformsCIS Benchmarks™100+ vendor-neutral configuration guides
CIS Benchmarks CommunityDevelop & update secure configuration guides
CIS-CAT®ProAssess system conformance to CIS Benchmarks
CIS Hardened Images®Virtual images hardened to CIS Benchmarks on cloud service provider marketplaces


CIS SecureSuite®Start secure and stay secure with integrated cybersecurity tools and resources designed to help you implement CIS Benchmarks and CIS Controls
Learn MoreApply Now




U.S. State, Local, Tribal & Territorial GovernmentsMemberships
MS-ISAC®Cybersecurity resource for SLTT Governments
EI-ISAC®Election-focused cyber defense suite
Elections
Election Security Tools And ResourcesSources to support the cybersecurity needs of the election community


Services for Members
Albert Network Monitoring®Cost-effective Intrusion Detection System
Managed Security ServicesSecurity monitoring of enterprises devices
CIS Endpoint Security ServicesDevice-level protection and response
CIS CyberMarket®Savings on training and software
Malicious Domain Blocking and Reporting PlusPrevent connection to harmful web domains

View All CIS Services


View All Products & Services






Insights Back 
InsightsInsightsExplore trending articles, expert perspectives, real-world applications, and more from the best minds in cybersecurity and IT.

Advisories
Blog
Case Studies
Spotlights

Newsletters
Podcasts
Webinars
Whitepapers

View All Insights








Join CIS Back 
Join CISGet InvolvedJoin us on our mission to secure online experiences for all. Become a CIS member, partner, or volunteer—and explore our career opportunities.

CIS SecureSuite® Membership
Multi-State ISAC (MS-ISAC®)
Elections Infrastructure ISAC (EI-ISAC®)
CIS CyberMarket® Vendors
CIS Communities
Careers

















HomeCIS Critical Security Controls

CIS Critical Security Controls
Follow our prioritized set of actions to protect your organization and data from cyber-attack vectors.
Download CIS Controls V8




OverviewFeaturesResources


CIS Controls at a Glance

The CIS Critical Security Controls (CIS Controls) are a prescriptive, prioritized, and simplified set of best practices that you can use to strengthen your cybersecurity posture. Today, thousands of cybersecurity practitioners from around the world use the CIS Controls and/or contribute to their development via a community consensus process.

Watch video

With the CIS Controls, You Can...

Simplify Your Approach to Threat Protection

The CIS Controls consist of Safeguards that each require you to do one thing. This simplified cybersecurity approach is proven to help you defend against today's top threats. Learn more in our CIS Community Defense Model v2.0.



Comply with Industry Regulations

By implementing the CIS Controls, you create an on-ramp to comply with PCI DSS, HIPAA, GDPR, and other industry regulations. View our Mapping and Compliance page for more information.



Achieve Essential Cyber Hygiene

Almost all successful cyber attacks exploit “poor cyber hygiene” like unpatched software, poor configuration management, and outdated solutions. The CIS Controls include foundational security measures that you can use to achieve essential hygiene and protect yourself against a cyber attack.



Translate Information into Action

Modern systems and software are dynamic in nature. By enacting the CIS Controls, you support your assets' evolving needs in a meaningful way and align your security efforts with your business goals.



Abide by the Law

Multiple U.S. States require executive branch agencies and other government entities to implement cybersecurity best practices. Several of them specifically mention the CIS Controls as a way of demonstrating a "reasonable" level of security. 


We use the CIS Controls to help our clients achieve compliance with state and federal cybersecurity regulations. The CIS 18 are prioritized, easy to understand, and extremely cost-effective for small to mid-size organizations looking to prove they are secure enough to do business in today’s marketplace. I highly recommend starting with CIS in building your cybersecurity program.
Jim Long
Managing Partner - The Long Law Firm, PLLC
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Features
The 18 Top-Level CIS Controls

The CIS Controls consist of 18 overarching measures that help strengthen your cybersecurity posture. They prioritize activities over roles and device ownership. That way, you can implement the CIS Controls in a way that works for you.

Explore the CIS Controls

Narrow Your Focus with the Safeguards

Formerly known as "Sub-Controls," the Safeguards are specific and unique actions that guide the logic of the 18 top-level CIS Controls. Each Safeguard defines measurement as part of the process and requires minimal interpretation to implement. 



Let the Implementation Groups Guide Your Efforts

The Implementation Groups (IGs) help you prioritize your implementation of the CIS Controls and Safeguards. You can begin with Implementation Group 1 (IG1). The definition of essential cyber hygiene, IG1 represents an emerging minimum standard of information security and of protection against common attacks for all. IG2 and IG3 build on the foundation laid by IG1.

Learn More




Resources
CIS Controls Free Resources

From mappings to companion guides, policy templates, and more, you have everything you need to make the most of the CIS Controls. And it doesn't cost a cent to use them.

Discover Your Options Today

CIS Controls Navigator

Want to see how the CIS Controls fit into your broader security program? You can use our CIS Controls Navigator to see how they map to other security standards.

Access Our Tool Now

CIS Critical Security Controls Ambassadors

Our Ambassadors represent, speak for, volunteer on, and promote the CIS Critical Security Controls (CIS Controls), supporting resources, and tools.

Meet Our Ambassadors






Get the Latest Version of the CIS Controls Today!

CIS Controls v8 help you keep on top of your evolving workplace, the technology you need to support it, and the threats confronting those systems. It places specific emphasis on moving to a hybrid or fully cloud environment and managing security across your supply chain.

Download CIS Controls v8


CIS Controls FAQs




CIS Controls FAQs



Looking for the Previous Version?

CIS Controls v7.1 along with supporting tools and resources are available for download.

Note: CIS Controls v8 provides backwards compatibility with previous versions and a migration path for users of prior versions to move to v8.








 

Join the CIS Controls Community

Use your expertise in risk, security, compliance, and elsewhere to contribute to the CIS Controls!

Join the Community

Discuss the Controls at the Safeguard Level

Join our free CIS Controls v8 global collaborative platform on CIS WorkBench.

Access CIS WorkBench

CIS Controls Accreditation

CIS Controls Accreditation offers CIS SecureSuite Members the ability to provide CIS Critical Security Controls implementation.

Learn More

Need Support?

Email us with any questions you might have at [email protected].







Information Hub
CIS Controls

Press Release03.06.2024
Making a Difference and Building Capacity in 2023
Read More

White Paper02.29.2024
CIS Controls v8 Mapping to NIST CSF 2.0
Read More

White Paper02.29.2024
CIS 2023 Year in Review
Read More

White Paper01.02.2024
Built-in Security at Scale through Hardware Support
Read More
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